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	Many scientific, medical or engineering problems raise the issue of recovering some physical quantities from indirect measurements; for instance, detecting or quantifying flaws or cracks within a material from acoustic or electromagnetic measurements at its surface is an essential problem of non-destructive evaluation. The concept of inverse problems precisely originates from the idea of inverting the laws of physics to recover a quantity of interest from measurable data.


	Unfortunately, most inverse problems are ill-posed, which means that precise and stable solutions are not easy to devise. Regularization is the key concept to solve inverse problems.


	The goal of this book is to deal with inverse problems and regularized solutions using the Bayesian statistical tools, with a particular view to signal and image estimation.


	The first three chapters bring the theoretical notions that make it possible to cast inverse problems within a mathematical framework. The next three chapters address the fundamental inverse problem of deconvolution in a comprehensive manner. Chapters 7 and 8 deal with advanced statistical questions linked to image estimation. In the last five chapters, the main tools introduced in the previous chapters are put into a practical context in important applicative areas, such as astronomy or medical imaging.
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Role-Based Access Control, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2007
Role-based access control (RBAC) is a security mechanism that has gained   wide acceptance in the field because it can greatly lower the cost and   complexity of securing large networked and Web-based systems. Written by   leading experts, this newly revised edition of the Artech House bestseller,   Role-Based Access Control, offers practitioners...
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A Computational Introduction to Number Theory and AlgebraCambridge University Press, 2005
"This is an outstanding and well-written book whose aim is to introduce the reader to a broad range of material -- ranging from basic to relatively advanced -- without requiring any prior knowledge on the part of the reader other than calculus and mathematical maturity. That the book succeeds at this goal is quite an accomplishment! ...this...
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Erdos on Graphs : His Legacy of Unsolved ProblemsAK Peter, 1998
A tribute to Paul Erdos, the wandering mathematician once described as the prince of problem solvers & the absolute monarch of problem posers, examines within the context of his personality & lifestyle the legacy of open problems  he left to the world of mathematics after his death in 1996.  DLC: Graph theory.

There is no...
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AP English Literature & Composition For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2008
Includes expert advice on annotating poems and prose!    

    Fine-tune reading comprehension skills with ease    

    Get up to speed on all the topics and themes of the AP exam in a focused, step-by-step manner. Beginning with an exam overview and ways to get the most out of an AP English...
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Epidemiology and Biostatistics: Practice Problem WorkbookSpringer, 2018

	This workbook is designed to teach the major fundamental concepts in Epidemiology, Biostatistics, and clinical research design alongside the textbook "Epidemiology and Biostatistics, 2nd Edition". It is written in concise and organized fashion with many examples to illustrate the concepts deriving from a collection of written materials...
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GDI+ Programming in C# and VB .NETApress, 2002
 GDI+ both wraps arcane API calls and extends them for much easier use. Programmers no longer have to make do with the familiar but simplistic VB 6.0 drawing model, nor do they have to dig down into the GDI API in order to get any real work done. In GDI+, Microsoft has come up with a complete, but still extensible, set of classes for all of the...
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